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Abstract: Purpose—There is no consensus on the indicators that assess a construction company’s
financial performance projects undertaken. There is also a dearth of concepts on the financial per-
formance indicators for construction companies in South Africa and indeed, the wider continent
of Africa. This paper proposes novel financial performance indicators for assessing construction
organizations and tests these on selected construction companies in the South African construction
industry. Design/methodology/approach—This research employed a pragmatic approach. Con-
tractors with financial credibility and capacity of ≥R 40 million, annual turnover of ≥R 20 million,
and available capital of ≥R 40 million were purposively selected for this study. Parameters such as
total revenue, direct cost of work, total indirect cost and total income were elicited from the sample
contractors to assess their financial performance. The assessment was undertaken using formulas
that were formulated based on the descriptions provided under the research methodology. Further
analysis was conducted using post hoc Tukey’s honest significant difference (HSD). Findings—The
study finds that construction companies with a strong structure, multiple areas of specialization,
creative and efficient staff members, and access to funding, have a greater chance of experiencing
higher: income; positive leverage; positive liquidity; and positive cash flow. Moreover, companies
with specialization in civil engineering construction and project management skills experienced
higher positive liquidity and profitability. Originality/value—This research is unique through its
investigation and formulation of indicators for assessing the financial performance of construction
companies. This research is consequently representing the first attempt to analyze financial data
using the approaches prescribed and adopted.
Keywords: construction organization; company size; financial performance indicators; time frame;
project management
1. Introduction
Financial performance indicators provide construction companies with an under-
standing of their financial health and attainment (Alfan and Zacharia 2013; Ilori and
Omopariola 2018). Poor financial performance of construction projects and construction
companies is an omnipresent global phenomenon (CIOB 2004; Ashworth 2006; Windapo
et al. 2017). This has been attributed to the dwindling in the world economy and non-
pursuit of financial growth by construction companies. Thus, it becomes vital for corporate
organizations (construction companies) seeking to augment financial performance to pru-
dently manage the operation and financial features of their businesses if they desire to
have inimitable, valuable, non-substitutable and rare resources to retain a competitive
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advantage (Amato and Amato 2004; Papadogonas 2007; Odediran and Windapo 2016;
Omopariola and Windapo 2018; Soewarno and Tjahjadi 2020). It is expected that the
pursuit of financial growth and well-being will lead to the appropriate application and
management of financial performance indicators. In turn, this enhances the delivery of
successful quality projects that meet clients’ requirements and mitigate disputes between
project stakeholders (cf. Chen 2009; Chiu and Wang 2011; Halim et al. 2014; Lai et al. 2014;
Omopariola and Windapo 2019). To pursue financial growth and well-being, financial
performance indicators are required (Alfan and Zacharia 2013). Yet, despite its importance
there is no consensus amongst previous studies on the financial performance indicators for
construction organizations.
Past research has for example, considered the financial factors that determine the
success and failure of organization performance (cf. Chen 2009; Chiu and Wang 2011;
Alfan and Zacharia 2013; Halim et al. 2014; Lai et al. 2014; Tucker et al. 2015). Other
studies linked financial performance to the project environment. For example, Moneva
and Ortas (2010) evaluated the implication of the relationship between business perfor-
mance and financial performance in European establishments to demonstrate to managers
how appropriate management of environmental issues contributes to the firm’s financial
achievement. Results revealed that companies which gained higher rates of environmental
performance, exhibited improved and healthier financial performance levels in the outlook.
Lam and Gale (2014) explored the financial performance of structures for highway mainte-
nance construction projects within local government. Their work (ibid) revealed that: the
use of framework procurement approaches sustains substantial cost savings when applied
within a public setting environment; there are significant decreases in the entire contract
costs for engagement and performance monitoring; and there is no significant alteration in
production costs of tender prices. In the Korean construction industry, Woo et al. (2016)
assessed the communication proficiencies for green supply chain organization and the con-
nection between green cost decrease, company competitiveness and external green alliance,
from the suppliers’ perception. It was found (ibid) that suppliers with greater information-
sharing skills attained competitive advantage, enhanced environmental cooperation, and
contributed to green cost-saving.
Research has also investigated the relationships between strategic management and
organization financial performance (cf. Maes et al. 2005; Moneva et al. 2007; Oyewobi et al.
2015). Maes et al. (2005) developed a structural model to examine the direct and indirect
effects of owner-manager and firm features and selected management strategy on the
financial performance of a sample of 218 small Belgian construction companies. Analysis
results (ibid) found that the owner-manager and firm features (such as company size,
firm age, education, knowledge of cost accounting) have a significant indirect impact on
financial performance. Moneva et al. (2007) investigated whether the strategic commitment
of an organization to its stakeholders in Spanish firms is positively related to its social
and financial performance. The study (ibid) reported that the outcomes did not show a
high level of investor approach, publication and quality of sustainability reports, and no
significant relationship between variables and financial performance in the companies.
In South Africa, Oyewobi et al. (2015) investigated the type of competitive strategies
used by construction companies in attaining their strategic objectives. The study (ibid)
reported that generic competitive strategies are related to non-financial performance and
that differentiation and cost-leadership strategies are effective in assisting construction
companies to realize their financial performance goals. Premised upon these previous
studies, it is apparent that: there is no clear consensus on the indicators for assessing
financial performance; and there is a dearth of concepts that define financial performance
indicators. Therefore, the question to be answered in this study is ‘what indicators can
be adopted for assessing the financial performance of construction organizations towards
determining the level of their financial health?’
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2. The Concept of Financial Performance
As a phenomenon, financial performance lack of coalescence and this has raised
concerns within both academia and practice (cf. Venkatraman and Ramanujam 1986; Farris
et al. 2010; Wang et al. 2015; Haupt and Padayachee 2016). Yet, the significance of financial
performance, and its description and measurement are extensively recognized by Campbell
(1977); Venkatraman and Ramanujam (1986); Sun (2000); Farris et al. (2010) and Matar
and Eneizan (2018). For example, Venkatraman and Ramanujam (1986) explained that
the financial performance of construction business must be closely monitored. Moreover,
different concepts have been presented for financial performance, for example, Sun (2000)
argued that financial performance encompasses profitability and liquidity. Allen and
Helms (2006), Hooley and Lynch (1985), Ramanchandra and Rotimi (2011) and Tucker
et al. (2015) identified that the component of financial performance include: productivity;
sufficient cash flow; leverages; market share; order value; and meeting customer and
employee satisfaction. Alfan and Zacharia (2013) argued that the major construction
business performance measures are profitability, productivity, cash flow, liquidity, efficiency,
adaptability, market share and leverage. Norris (1990) concluded that financial performance
are enhancements to financial increase. Naoum (2003) and Soetanto et al. (2001) maintained
that financial performance is the basis of running a construction business. The concepts of
financial performance as presented by these studies indicate that it can be used to measure
the success of the construction company within a given time and serve as input for the
performance improvement of an organization to deal with market challenges.
2.1. Financial Performance Indicators
Extant literature and organizational effectiveness framework (Omondi-Ochieng 2018)
suggests that there are six major financial performance indicators, namely: (1) profitability;
(2) sufficient cash flow; (3) liquidity; (4) working capital turnover; (5) leverage; and (6) firm
size. Each warrants further elucidation.
2.1.1. Profitability
Profitability represents a foremost focus of concern for construction stakeholders
in their investment choices. Profits are mostly consequential from operational and non-
operational profits (Gschwandtner 2005; Panayiotis 2018). Operational profit is a derivative
from the construction organization’s project activities, whereas the non-operational profit
is from the enhanced cash management, income accrued from other areas and savings
from insurance plans (Ballantine et al. 1993; Moel 2014; Tucker et al. 2015; Panayiotis
2018). Thus, gross profit margin and net profit margin are indicators used for measuring
profitability (Patel 2014; Panayiotis 2018). Profitability serves as a company’s capability to
produce gross and net income from the project activity conducted within an accounting
period (Jónsson 2007; Moel 2014). Construction companies depend on retaining profits
for growth to avoid external lenders retaining a stake in the firm, which reduces the
profitability-growth connection. Higher dividend payments portray better prospects
of a company thus, investors are encouraged to buy stock to market their companies
(Moel 2014). More profitable construction companies increase their market share and
have access to external finance, which stimulates business growth, while the growth of
less profitable competitors will decline (Coad and Hölzl 2010; Obert and Olawale 2010).
Measuring construction organizational performance in relation to economic profitability
has the benefit of reducing measurement uncertainty (Phua 2006). This corroborates proven
research standards that use profitability to reveal construction organizational performance
thus, profitability is inextricably linked to healthier business performance (McGahan and
Porter 1997; Vijayakumar and Tamizhselvan 2010).
2.1.2. Sufficient Cash Flow
Sufficient cash flow represents the lifeblood of an organization because without it,
unresolved financial obligations cannot be met (Almeida et al. 2004; Arafat and Skaik 2016;
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Omopariola et al. 2019a). Sufficient cash flow is essentially determined by the difference
between income received from payment of work and expenditure. Concomitantly, for
expenditure items to be covered, a construction organization needs to have sufficient
working capital to pay its creditors, suppliers, sub-contractors and employees, and may
rely on clients’ payments (Omopariola et al. 2017). Having sufficient cash to meet general
expenses is a necessity to stimulate successful financial performance in construction projects
and organizations (Omopariola et al. 2019b). According to Habib and Huang (2019),
construction organizations, which have sufficient cash flow and know-how to manage
cash, invest more in projects, as it attracts the attention of major stakeholders and brings
about firms’ growth opportunity. The converse is also true (Graham and Harvey 2001).
Adequate cash flow intensifies the contractor’s profit and ensures that the project owners
obtain value for money in terms of cost, time, performance and sustainability, and could
mean the difference between organizational success or insolvency (Lowe and Moroke
2010). As a reflection of a project and construction organization’s financial performance
(prior to contract completion and final account settlement), sufficient cash flow serves as a
key indicator of that contracting organization’s financial strength, due to its impacts on
both performance and profitability (Tam 2002; Naoum 2003; Beatham et al. 2004).
2.1.3. Liquidity
The construction industry functions in an extremely modest environment and con-
tractors cannot survive without resourceful management (Liu et al. 2009). Consequently,
contractors are prompted to introduce low profit margins in tender bids to compete within
the industry (Mahamid 2012); a strategy which inadvertently impacts upon their liquidity
(Adjei et al. 2018). Research has revealed that a shortage of liquidity is a key problem
triggering project failure or business insolvency (Al-Issa and Zayed 2007). This is because,
liquidity assesses whether an organization’s capability to meet their short-term liabili-
ties consequently, their constituents an absolute key resource for construction companies
(Liu et al. 2009; El-Kholy 2014; Adjei et al. 2018). Moreover, a contractor’s liquidity is
indispensable in the execution of several construction projects concurrently (Nesan 2006).
Liquidity largely determines the quantity of a construction firm’s profit, which also affects
the value of shareholders’ wealth (Ben-Caleb 2008). To survive in an increasingly compet-
itive global market, a company must remain liquid to preserve a good credit rating and
maintain goodwill in the market—essential ingredients that prevent insolvency (Bhavet
2011; Egbide et al. 2013).
2.1.4. Working Capital Turnover
Working capital turnover is a key facet of financial management, which every com-
mercially oriented construction company must practice (Pandey 2005; Panigrahi 2014).
Remarkably, working capital elements deal with the company’s liquidity and are therefore,
vital for efficient and effective operations and sustainable growth (Enyi 2006). Construction
company’s turnover/order value is a vital measure for deciding if a company is a micro,
small, medium, or large enterprise (Ekpenyong and Nyong 1992; European Commission
2015). According to Armstrong (2006), turnover is the volume of contracts carried out by
construction firms, habitually rated per year of its operation. Working capital turnover
is a measure in relation to revenue availability to satisfy their organization differences in
current assets and liabilities (Patel 2014; Tucker et al. 2015; Khantimirov 2017).
2.1.5. Leverage
Leverage is a financial management term that describes a company’s risk profile,
ability to repay debts and ability to take advantage of new opportunities. Al-Momani and
Obeidat (2017) posit that financial leverage has a robust influence on the achievements
of most construction companies. Leverage relates to the available total liabilities and
current assets of an organization (Voulgaris et al. 2003; Gill and Mathur 2011; Ahmad et al.
2015). Essentially, leverage denotes the ability to incur debt or borrow funds to finance the
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purchase of a company’s assets, or the extent to which a construction company employs
borrowed money (Gill and Mathur 2011). A construction company that has more leverage
is more profitable (Larry and Stulz 1995; Moghadam and Jafari 2015). Leverage therefore
assists an organization to boost the rate of revenue by making a higher profit on borrowed
money than the cost of using that money (Al-Momani and Obeidat 2017).
2.1.6. Firm Size
Winch (2010) states that the indicators of financial performance increase with the firm’s
size. For example, Pervan and Visic (2012) discovered that a construction firm’s market
share as a substitute for its size plays a substantial role in amplifying its comparative
performance. In large firms, Etale et al. (2016) linked market share with higher profits as
a means of improving organizational performance. Construction organization’s function
in a multifaceted and disjointed construction business setting where diverse projects and
organizations display exceptional features entangled with the constant varying difficulties
of stakeholders’ constituting diverse investors, owners, consulting professions and con-
tractual arrangements (CIDB 2012). This inherent complexity and multifaceted character
of the construction business environment requires organizations to diversify their project
portfolio to achieve and attain financial success in a competitive market (Ibrahim et al.
2010; Adamu et al. 2011). As the reputational capital of any firm and their shareholders
serves as a crucial driver of good financial performance and their wealth maximization
(Okpamen and Ogbeide 2020).
Construction organization sizes are typically classified into small, medium and large:
where small and medium organizations can be further granulated into very small, small
and medium organization (Australian Bureau of Statistic 2014; National Small Business
Amendment Act No. 26 of 2003 2003). Small and medium organizations represent the
activity trading businesses that employ less than 20 to about 100 employees (Australian
Bureau of Statistic 2014; National Small Business Amendment Act No. 26 of 2003 2003).
Small and medium organizations are habitually owner-managed and are expected to be:
functioning from business premises; tax registered; and able to meet other prescribed
registration required (Department of Trade and Industry, DTI 1995; Berry et al. 2002;
Jewell et al. 2005; Rebello 2005). They employ skilled people to undertake the construction
work required (Shakantu et al. 2006; Shakantu and Kajimo-Shakantu 2007). While the large
construction organization may employ more than 99 employees (Australian Bureau of
Statistic 2014; National Small Business Amendment Act No. 26 of 2003 2003). Large
organizations gain firm recognition as their market liquidity serves as driving force that
makes them relevant through export sales in international markets—this differentiates
them from small and medium construction organizations (Dahlquist and Robertsson 2001).
3. Research Method
A pragmatist philosophical stance was adopted (cf. Ellis et al. 2021; Edwards et al. 2021)
and deductive reasoning (cf. Ogunsanya et al. 2019; Edwards et al. 2020; Sing et al. 2021)
to investigate the phenomena under investigation. Specifically, and from an operational
perspective, a five-stage waterfall process was adopted viz: literature was used to inform
the financial indicators and their measurement; a pilot study to test the data collection
instrument; sample selection was undertaken to ensure that the participants could add
credible input into the research; data collection; and data analysis. This iterative approach
(and variants of it) towards building a cogent scientific narrative has been widely utilised
within scientific literature (cf. Newman et al. 2020; Smith et al. 2021; Posillico et al. 2021;
Burton et al. 2021; Bayramova et al. 2021) and this gives valid justification for its adoption
in the present study. The indicators that are used to assess the construction organizations’
level of financial performance are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1. Indicators for assessing financial performance of construction organizations.
Indicators Formula References
Gross Profit Margin revenue−direct cost o f workrevenue
(Winch 2010; Ibrahim et al. 2010;
Gunhan and Arditi 2005; Jaring 2009;
Loo et al. 2013; Musah et al. 2018;
Mahamid 2012; Moel 2014;
Patel 2014; Sliwoski 2018)
Net Profit Margin gross pro f it−indirect costsrevenue
Cash Flow income − expenditures
Liquidity current assetscurrent liabilities
Leverage total liabilitiescurrent assets
Working Capital Turnover revenuecurrent assets−current liabilities
Firm Size
Large companies—companies with >99 employees
Medium companies—employees ranging from 50 to 99
Small companies—with <49 employees
Construction organizations with high-level business executives and the top-level
managers (i.e., Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB) grade 7–9) were targeted
for this study. This approach helped to secure credible and verifiable financial information.
A pilot study was conducted to test the data collection instrument. Feedback given was
mainly used to improve the quality of expression and clarify questions posed. The final
revised questionnaire was distributed to 2103 grade 7–9 companies listed in the CIDB
database. Criteria delineated for verifying the contractors’ financial credibility included:
availability of financial statements; stamped business bank statements; proof of financial
sponsorship; audited financial statements; financial track records; financial history; the
financial capability of ≥R 40 million; annual turnover of ≥R 20 million; work capability of
≥R 9 million; and available capital of ≥R 4 million.
A total of 32 companies were able to give the required financial information which
was confirmed by cross referencing against the financial details published by the CIDB and
on their individual company websites. The sample companies were contacted to nominate
a representative that would supply the required data for this research. The questionnaire
adopted elicited information on the company’s profile and financial details—such as: total
revenue; direct cost of work; total indirect cost; total income; total expenditure; total current
assets; and total liabilities.
Data analysis was conducted by using the parameters elicited from the companies’
representative to: (1) ascertain if the financial performance indicators proposed by this
study are applicable in the construction organizations; and (2) determine the values of the
financial performance indicators. The formulas developed for the financial performance
indicators were used to determine the values of the financial performance indicators. Post
hoc Tukey’s honest significant difference (HSD) was used to test for significant differences
in the indicators.
4. Results
4.1. Profile of Respondents
Table 2 presents the demographic profile of respondents. Concerning the respondents’
educational backgrounds, Table 1 shows that 54.13% (frequency (f ) = 17) had a bachelor’s
degree, 25.00% (f = 8) had a higher diploma, 15.62% (f = 5) had a diploma with Grade
12, and 6.25% (f = 2) had a N4-6/NTC 4-6 Certificate. Regarding job position, directors
constituted 68.75% (f = 22) of the sample; management constituted 28.13% (f = 9); and
technical officers constituted 3.12% (f = 1). For professional status: construction managers
predominated at 53.12% (f = 17), while engineers = 28.13% (f = 9), quantity surveyors
15.63% (f = 5) and architects accounted for, 3.12% (f = 1) of the total respondents. Regarding
the years of experience 40.62% (f = 13) of the respondents had gathered 11–15 years; 34.38%
(f = 11) had gathered 16–20 years; and 25.00% (f = 8) had gathered >21 years of working
experience. These results suggest that the respondents possessed sufficient knowledge,
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qualifications, and experience to understand the questions posed and provide useful and
complete information.
Table 2. Profile of respondents.
Answer Choices Response (Frequency) Responses Percent
Educational Backgrounds of the Respondents
Bachelor’s Degree or Higher 17 53.13%
Higher Diploma (Technicon/University of Tech) 8 25.00%
Certificate—Diploma with Grade12 5 15.62%
N4-6/NTC 4-6/Certificate—Diploma with lowere than Grade 12 2 6.25%
Total 32 100.00%
Designations of the Respondents
Director Cadre 22 68.75%
Management Cadre 9 28.13%
Technical Officer Cadre 1 3.12%
Total 32 100.00%
Professions of the Respondents
Construction Manager 17 53.12%
Engineer 9 28.13%
Quantity Surveyor 5 15.63%
Architect 1 3.12%
Total 32 100.00%
Years of Experience of the Respondents
11–15 years 13 40.62%
16–20 years 11 34.38%
21 years and above 8 25.00%
Total 32 100.00%
Table 3 presents the profile of the participants’ employer. Profiles, such as the grade of
the organization on the CIDB register of contractors, age of the organization, size of the
organization, location and the number of projects handled by the company in the previous
five years were analyzed. In terms of the organizations’ CIDB grade, it was found that
all the companies specialized in either general building construction or civil engineering
construction. For companies that specialized in general building construction, 44.44%
(f = 4) of those companies were listed on Grade 7, 11.12% (f = 1) on Grade 8 and 44.44%
(f = 4) on Grade 9. For companies that specialized in civil engineering construction, 40.00%
(f = 4) were listed on Grade 7, 50.00% (f = 5) on Grade 8 and 10.00% (f = 1) on Grade 9.
For companies that specialized in both general building construction and civil engineering
construction, 38.46% (f = 5) were listed on Grade 7, 30.77% (f = 4) on Grade 8 and 30.77%
(f = 4) on Grade 9. With reference to the age of these companies, 6.25% (2) had been in
operation for <5 years, while 12.50% (f = 4), 12.50% (f = 4), 43.75% (f = 14), 25.00% (f = 8),
had been in operation for 6–10 years, 11–15 years, 16–20 years and >21years respectively.
Companies with <20 employees accounted for 43.75% (f = 14) of the respondents, while
those with 20–49 and 50–59 employees accounted for 18.75% (f = 6) and 15.62% (f = 5),
respectively. Only 9.38% (f = 3) of the companies had 100–199 employees, and 12.50%
(f = 4) had >200 employees. Pertaining to the province where the head office is located,
most of the companies were located in Gauteng (31.25%: f = 10), Kwazulu–Natal (51.63%:
f = 5), Western Cape (12.50%: f = 4), Eastern Cape (9.37%: f = 3), and Limpopo (9.37%:
f = 3). Only 43.75% (f = 14) of these companies had handled projects worth R 50 M, 31.25%
(f = 10) of these companies had handled projects worth R 50–200 M, and 25.00% (f = 8) had
handled projects worth >R 200 M. This result suggests that the respondents’ employer was
viable and capable of providing the respondents with appropriate experience.
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Table 3. Profile of companies.
Answer Choices Responses (Frequency) Responses Percentage
Class of Work and Grade of Your Company on the CIDB Register of Contractors
General Building Construction (GB)
Grade 7 4 44.44%
Grade 8 1 11.12%
Grade 9 4 44.44%
Total 9 100.00%
Civil Engineering Construction (CE)
Grade 7 4 40.00%
Grade 8 5 50.00%
Grade 9 1 10.00%
Total 10 100.00%
Both General Building Construction (GB) and Civil Engineering Construction (CE)
Grade 7 5 38.46%
Grade 8 4 30.77%
Grade 9 4 30.77%
Total 13 100.00%
Age of Company
Less than 5 years 2 6.25%
6–10 years 4 12.50%
11–15 years 4 12.50%
16–20 years 14 43.75%
21 years and above 8 25.00%
Total 32 100.00%
Company Size Defined by the Number of Employees




More than 200 4 12.50%
Total 32 100.00%
Province Where the Head Office is Located
Gauteng 10 31.25%
Kwazulu-Natal 5 15.13%
Western Cape 4 12.50%




Northern Cape 2 6.25%
Free State 1 3.13%
Total 32 100.00%
Number of Construction Projects Handled by the Company in the Last Five Years
<R50 M 14 43.75%
R50 M–R200 M 10 31.25%
>R200 M 8 25.00%
Total 32 100.00%
4.2. Analysis of the Level of Performance of the Construction Companies within a Period
Table 4 shows the level of financial performance (e.g., leverage, liquidity, profitabil-
ity, and cash flow) of selected construction companies during the five years spanning
2013–2017. The leverage index was determined by cutting up total liabilities with the cur-
rent assets; the liquidity index was determined by cutting up current assets with the current
liabilities; the cash flow index was determined by deducting total expenditures from total
income; and the profitability index was estimated in two parts comprising of gross profit
margin and net profit margin. The gross profit margin was determined by deducting the
total direct cost of work from the total revenue and cutting up the residue with the total
revenue. The net profit margin was determined by deducting the total indirect costs of
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work from the total gross profit and cutting up the residue with the total revenue. Table 4
presents participants’ employers’ financial information. The respondents also provided
other information, such as construction company revenue, total revenue and the period.
The significance difference in the results of the analysis as provided by the indicators was
tested by using post hoc Tukey’s HSD (refer to Table 5).
Table 4 reveals that the construction companies fell into three categories, namely gen-
eral building construction (GB), civil engineering construction (CE), and general building
and civil engineering construction (GB and CE). Moreover, sample companies were listed
in three of the CIDB’s register of contractor (ROC) grades (Grade 7, 8 and 9) and divided
into three firm sizes (small, medium and large) for a better explanation.
Among sample participants, only one had a total revenue of R2.6 billion between
2013 and 2017. This company was a large firm, listed in Grade 9 of the CIDB ROC and
specialized in civil engineering construction. Using a cut-off value of R 100 million based
on the average total revenue for the construction companies, only nine other construction
companies met this criterion alongside the two identified companies with total revenue in
the range of billions of Rands. Among these nine construction companies, four specialized
in general building and civil engineering construction (R 213 million, medium firm listed
in Grade 8 of CIDB ROC, R 188 million, large firm, and grade 9, R 423.9 million, large
firm and grade 9, and R 102.5 million large firm and grade 9 of CIDB ROC). Three of the
construction companies specialized in general building construction (R 275 million, small
firm and grade 7, R 550 million, medium firm and grade 7, and R 153 million, large firm
and grade 9). Only one of the construction companies specialized in civil engineering
construction and had total revenue of (R 104 million, a large firm and listed in Grade 8 of
CIDB ROC).
Table 4. Analysis of the financial performance of construction organizations.
CW GD FS TR DCW TC TI TE TA TL GM NM CF LQ LV WT
CE 7 Large R124.8M 13.2 0.1 12.2 19.3 22.7 26 0.89 0.01 −7.1 0.87 1.15 −36.71
GB and CE 8 Medium R213M 172 35 15 137 8 2.1 0.19 −0.16 −122 3.80 0.26 1.65
GB and CE 9 Large R188M 11 48.2 R1.2B 90 1.2 1.6 0.94 −0.25 1110 0.75 1.33 2.11
CE 8 Medium R60M 40 12 6.7 3.2 11.5 4.2 0.33 −0.19 3.5 2.73 0.36 −7.22
GB and CE 9 Large R12M 40 50 58.6 56.4 10 15 −2.33 −4.36 2.2 0.66 1.5 0.25
GB 9 Large 27 17 100 8 8 1.3 1.5 0.37 −3.68 0 0.86 1.15 4.02
GB 8 Large 38.2 36.1 0.5 28.7 28.2 13.3 25.3 0.05 −0.01 0.5 0.52 1.90 2.56
GB 7 Medium 33 25 5 4.5 2.7 32.9 29.6 0.24 −0.14 1.8 1.11 0.89 −1.09
CE 7 Small 36.5 4.3 0 12.5 6.3 19 8 0.88 0.024 6.2 2.37 0.42 −2.87
CE 7 Small 6.2 4.3 0.3 300 275 6.7 4.9 0.30 0.01 25 1.36 0.73 0.023
CE 8 Medium 57.7 48.7 8.9 22.2 24.9 83.3 64.6 0.15 −0.15 −2.7 1.28 0.77 −0.98
GB and CE 7 Large 20 12 0.3 859.1 456.1 11.5 4 0.40 0.01 403 2.87 0.34 0.04
CE 8 Large 22 4 6 56.5 48.9 8.1 6.4 0.81 −0.23 7.6 1.26 0.79 0.53
GB and CE 8 Large 9.1 2.7 2.1 107 97 83.1 72.1 0.70 −0.15 10 1.15 0.87 0.65
GB and CE 8 Large 14 7 2 90.6 29.5 29.1 19 0.50 −0.11 61.1 1.53 0.65 35
GB 7 Small 275 189 40 98.9 78.8 10 18 0.31 −0.14 20.1 0.55 1.8 3.99
CE 9 Large R2.6B 100 26 83.5 80 R8.6B R7.3B 0.96 −0.01 3.5 1.17 0.84 −0.30
GB and CE 7 Medium 11 7 3 R1.4B R1.3B 40 23 0.36 −0.23 100 1.73 0.57 0.01
GB and CE 7 Small 56.5 30.5 18.4 44.1 43.5 45 53 0.46 −0.31 0.6 0.84 1.17 −37.66
GB 7 Medium 67 48 11 65.3 40.9 12 15 0.28 −0.15 24.4 0.8 1.25 2.31
CE 8 Large 104 86 10.5 120 150 17 11 0.17 −0.09 −30 1.54 0.64 0.78
GB and CE 8 Large 85 52 28 110.1 84.5 75 24 0.38 −0.32 25.6 3.125 0.32 8.94
GB 9 Large R1.4B R1.2B R0.2B 95 80.9 80 71 0.14 −0.14 14.1 1.13 0.89 1555.55
GB 7 Medium 550 6 4 20 11 28.5 17.6 0.98 −0.01 9 1.61 0.61 −31.42
GB and CE 9 Large 423.9 311.6 39.8 30.2 9.4 R2.7B 24.4 0.26 −0.09 20.8 110.65 0.01 −0.15
GB 9 Large 76 65.4 0.8 22 20.3 86.6 75.3 0.13 −0.01 1.7 1.15 0.86 −1.14
GB 9 Large 153 153 46 14.4 10.4 32.7 18.4 0.00 −0.30 4 1.77 0.56 −6.86
GB and CE 7 Medium 49.4 37.4 21 26 24 50.6 26.4 0.24 −0.42 2 1.91 0.52 −1.85
CE 7 Medium 99 78.5 48 37.4 22.9 25.7 25 0.20 −0.48 14.5 1.02 0.97 −35.35
CE 8 Large 29.3 11.4 4.9 29.1 25.2 25 28 0.61 −0.14 3.9 0.89 1.12 146.50
GB and CE 7 Medium 94.6 78.8 4.3 46.3 27.5 2.5 7.1 0.16 −0.04 18.8 0.35 2.84 3.78
GB and CE 9 Large 102.5 85.8 14.8 85.5 67.4 R1.4B 71 0.16 −0.14 18.1 19.71 0.05 −0.07
GB = general building construction; CE = civil engineering construction; CW = class of work; GD = CIDB grade; FS = firm size; TR = total
revenue; DCW = direct cost of work; TC = total indirect costs; TI = total income; TE = total expenditure; TA = total current asset; TL = total
liabilities; GM = gross profit margin; NM = net profit margin; CF = cash flow; LQ = liquidity; LV = leverage; WT = working capital turnover.
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Table 5. Analysis of significant difference of the financial indicators using post hoc Tukey’s HSD.
Indicators Firm Size Tukey’s HSD Significance Interpretation
Gross Profit Margin
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Table 4 reveals that the construction companies fell into three categories, namely gen-
eral building construction (GB), civil engineering construction (CE), and general building 
and civil engineering construction (GB and CE). Moreover, sample companies were listed 
in three of the CIDB’s register of contractor (ROC) grades (Grade 7, 8 and 9) and divided 
into three firm sizes (small, medium and large) for a better explanation.  
Among sample participants, only one had a total revenue of R2.6 billion between 
2013 and 2017. This company was a large firm, listed in Grade 9 of the CIDB ROC and 
specialized in civil engineering construction. Using a cut-off value of R 100 million based 
on the average total revenue for the construction companies, only nine other construction 
companies met this criterion alongside the two identified companies with total revenue 
in the range of billions of Rands. Among these nine construction companies, four special-
ized in general building and civil engineering construction (R 213 million, medium firm 
listed in Grade 8 of CIDB ROC, R 188 million, large firm, and grade 9, R 423.9 million, 
large firm and grade 9, and R 102.5 million large firm and grade 9 of CIDB ROC). Three 
of the construction companies specialized in general building construction (R 275 million, 
small firm and grade 7, R 550 million, medium firm and grade 7, and R 153 million, large 
firm and grade 9). Only one of the construction companies specialized in civil engineering 
construction and had total revenue of (R 104 million, a large firm and listed in Grade 8 of 
CIDB ROC).  
Six of the contractors had a total direct cost of work exceeding R 100 million. Three 
of these companies specialized in general building construction with a direct  cost of 
work (DCW) of R 189 million, a small firm listed in Grade 7 of CIDB ROC, R 1.2 billion, a 
large firm listed in Grade 9 of CIDB ROC, and R 153 million, a large firm listed in Grade 
9 of CIDB ROC, respectively. Two of these companies specialized in general building and 
civil engineering works and had a DCW of R 172 million- medium-firm listed in Grade 8 
of CIDB ROC, and R 311.6 million, a large firm listed in Grade 9 of CIDB ROC). One of 
these companies specialized in civil engineering construction and had a DCW of R 100 
million, a large firm listed in Grade 9 of CIDB ROC).  
For total indirect costs, only two construction companies that specialized in general 
building construction had a total indirect cost >R 100 million (R 100 million, a large firm 
edium 0.05 P = 0.000 Significant
Large
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of the construction companies specialized in general building construction (R 275 million, 
small firm  grade 7, R 550 million, medium firm and grade 7, and R 153 million, large 
firm and grade 9). Only one of the construction companies specialized in civil engineering 
construction and had total revenue of (R 104 million, a larg  firm and listed in Grade 8 of 
CIDB ROC).  
Six of the contractors had a total direc  cost of work exceeding R 100 million. Three 
of these compa ies specialized in general building construction with a direct  cost of 
work (DCW) of R 189 million, a small firm listed in Grade 7 of CIDB ROC, R 1.2 billion, a 
large f rm listed in Gr de 9 of CI B ROC, and R 153 million, a large firm listed in Grade 
9 of CIDB ROC, respectively. Two of these companies specialized in general buildi g and 
civil engineering works and had a DCW of R 172 million- medium-firm listed in Grade 8 
of CIDB ROC, and R 311.6 million, a large firm listed in Grade 9 of CIDB ROC). One of 
these compa ies specialized in civil e gineering construction nd had a DCW of R 100 
million, a large f rm listed in Grade 9 of CIDB OC).  
For total indirect costs, only two construction companies that specialized in general 
building construction had a total indirect cost >R 100 million (R 100 million, a large firm 
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l rge firm and grade 9, and R 102.5 illion large firm and grade 9 of CIDB ROC). Three 
of the construction companies specialized in general building construction (R 275 million, 
small firm  grade 7, R 550 million, medium firm and grade 7, and R 153 million, large 
firm and grade 9). Only one of the construction companies specialized in civil engineering 
constructi n and had t tal revenue of (R 104 million, a larg  firm and listed in Grade 8 of 
CIDB ROC).  
Six of the contractors had a total direc  cost of work exceeding R 100 million. Three 
of these compa ies specialized in general building constr ction with a direct  cost of 
work (D W) of  189 million, a small firm listed in Grade 7 of CIDB ROC, R 1.2 billion, a 
large f rm listed in Gr e 9 of CI B ROC, and R 153 million, a large firm listed in Grade 
9 of CIDB ROC, respectively. Two of these companies specialized in general buildi g and 
civil engineering w rks a d had a DCW of R 172 illion- medium-firm listed in Grade 8 
of CIDB ROC, a d R 311.6 million, a large firm listed in Grade 9 of CIDB ROC). One of 
these compa ies specialized in civil e gineering construction nd had a DCW of R 100 
million, a large f rm listed in Grade 9 of CIDB OC).  
For total indirect costs, only two construction companies that specialized in general 
building construction had a total indirect cost >R 100 million (R 100 million, a large firm 
S l 0.06 P = 0.000 Significant
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companies met this cr terion alongs d  the two identified companies with total r venue 
in the range of billions of Ra ds. Among these ni e construction comp nies, four special-
ized in general building and civil engineering construction (R 213 milli n, medium firm 
listed in Grade 8 of CIDB ROC, R 188 million, larg  firm, and rade 9, R 423.9 million, 
large firm and grade 9, and R 102.5 million large firm and rade 9 of CIDB ROC). Three 
of the construction companies specialized in general building construction (R 275 million, 
small firm and grade 7, R 550 million, medium firm and grade 7, and R 153 million, larg  
firm and grade 9). Only one of the construction companies specialized in civil engineering 
construction and had total revenue of (R 104 illi n, a large firm and listed in Grade 8 of 
CIDB ROC).  
Six of the contractors had a total direct c st of work exceeding R 100 million. Three 
of these co pani s specialized in general building construction with a direct  cost of 
w rk ( W) of R 189 million, a small firm listed in Grade 7 of CIDB ROC, R 1.2 illion, a 
large firm listed in Grade 9 of CIDB ROC, a d  53 illi , a large firm listed in Grade 
9 of CIDB ROC, respectively. Two of these companies pecialized in general building and 
civil engineering works and ha  a DCW f R 172 milli - medium-firm listed in Grade 8 
of CIDB ROC, and R 311.6 million, a large firm listed in Grade 9 of CIDB ROC). One of 
these companies specialized in civil engineering onstruction and d a DCW of R 100 
million, a large firm listed in Grade 9 of CIDB ROC).  
For total indirect costs, only two construction companies that specialized in general 
building construction had a total indirect cost >R 100 million (R 100 million, a large firm 
ediu 0.15 P = 0.000 Significant
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on the av rage total revenue for the constructio  companies, only nine other construction 
companies met this criterion alongs d  the two identified companies with total revenue 
in the range of billions of Ra ds. Among these ni e construction companies, four special-
iz d in ge eral building and civil engineerin  construction (R 213 million, medium firm 
listed in Grade 8 f CIDB ROC, R 188 million, large firm, and grade 9,  423.9 m llion, 
l rge firm and grade 9, and R 102.5 illion large firm and rade 9 of CIDB ROC). Three 
of the construction companies specialized in general building construction (R 275 million, 
small firm  grade 7, R 550 million, medium firm and grade 7, and R 153 million, large 
firm and grade 9). Only one of the construction companies specialized in civil engineering 
construction and had total revenue of (R 104 illion, a larg  firm and listed in Grade 8 of 
CIDB ROC).  
Six of the contractors had a total direc  c st of work exceeding R 100 million. Three 
of these compa ies specialized in general building construction with a direct  cost of 
w rk ( CW) of R 189 million, a small firm listed in Grade 7 of CIDB ROC, R 1.2 billio , a 
large f rm listed in Gr de 9 of CI B ROC, and R 153 illion, a large firm listed in Grade 
9 of CIDB ROC, respectively. Two of these companies specialized in general buildi g and 
civil engineering works and had a DCW f R 172 milli n- medium-firm listed in Grade 8 
of CIDB ROC, and R 311.6 million, a large firm listed in Grade 9 of CIDB ROC). One of 
these compa ies specialized in civil e gineering construction nd had a DCW of R 100 
million, a large f rm listed in Grade 9 of CIDB OC).  
For total indirect costs, only two construction companies that specialized in general 
building construction had a total indirect cost >R 100 million (R 100 million, a large firm 
ll 0.00 P = 0.000 Significant
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in the range f billions of Rands. Among these nin  construction companies, four special-
iz d in ge eral building and civil engineerin  co struction (R 213 million, medium firm 
listed i  Grade 8 f CIDB ROC, R 188 milli n, large firm, and grade 9,  423.9 m llion, 
l rge firm and grade 9, and R 102.5 illion large firm and grade 9 of CIDB ROC). Three 
of the construction companies specialized in general building construction (R 275 million, 
small firm  grade 7, R 550 million, medium firm and grade 7, and R 153 million, large 
firm and grade 9). Only one of the construction companies specialized in civil engineering 
constructi n and had t tal revenue of (R 104 illion, a larg  firm and listed in Grade 8 of 
CIDB ROC).  
Six of the contractors had a total direc  cost of work exceeding R 100 million. Three 
of these compa ies specialized in general building constr ction with a direct  cost of 
work (D W) of  189 million, a small firm listed in Grade 7 of CIDB ROC, R 1.2 billion, a 
large f rm listed in Gr e 9 of CI B ROC, and R 153 illion, a large firm listed in Grade 
9 of CIDB ROC, respectively. Two of these companies specialized in general buildi g and 
civil engineering w rks a d had a DCW of R 172 illion- medium-firm listed in Grade 8 
of CIDB ROC, a d R 311.6 million, a large firm listed in Grade 9 of CIDB ROC). One of 
these compa ies specialized in civil e gineering construction nd had a DCW of R 100 
million, a large f rm listed in Grade 9 of CIDB OC).  
For total indirect costs, only two construction companies that specialized in general 
building construction had a total indirect cost >R 100 million (R 100 million, a large firm 
ll 0.15 P = 0.000 Significant
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in the range of billions of Ra ds. Among these ni e construction comp nies, four special-
ized in general building and civil engineering construction (R 213 milli n, medium firm 
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of the construction companies specialized in general building construction (R 275 million, 
small firm and grade 7, R 550 million, medium firm and grade 7, and R 153 million, larg  
firm and grade 9). Only one of the construction companies specialized in civil engineering 
construction and had total revenue of (R 104 illi n, a large firm and listed in Grade 8 of 
CIDB ROC).  
Six of the contractors had a total direct c st of work exceeding R 100 million. Three 
of these co pani s specialized in general building construction with a direct  cost of 
w rk ( W) of R 189 million, a small firm listed in Grade 7 of CIDB ROC, R 1.2 illion, a 
large firm listed in Grade 9 of CIDB ROC, a d  53 illi , a large firm listed in Grade 
9 of CIDB ROC, respectively. Two of these companies pecialized in general building and 
civil engineering works and ha  a DCW f R 172 milli - medium-firm listed in Grade 8 
of CIDB ROC, and R 311.6 million, a large firm listed in Grade 9 of CIDB ROC). One of 
these companies specialized in civil engineering onstruction and d a DCW of R 100 
million, a large firm listed in Grade 9 of CIDB ROC).  
For total indirect costs, only two construction companies that specialized in general 
building construction had a total indirect cost >R 100 million (R 100 million, a large firm 
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Table 4 reveals that he construction companies fell into thr e categor , namely gen-
eral building construction (GB), civil e gineering construction (CE),  general building 
and civil engine ring construction (GB and CE). Moreover, sample companies were listed 
in three of the CIDB’s register of contractor (ROC) grad s (Grade 7, 8 and 9) and divided 
into three firm sizes (sm ll, mediu  and large) for a bette  explanatio .  
Among sample participants, only e had a total re en  of R2.6 bil ion between 
2013 and 2017. This company was a la ge firm, listed  Grade 9 of the CIDB ROC and 
specialized in civil engi eering construction. Using a cut-off value of R 100 million based 
on the av rage total revenue for the constructio  companies, only nine other construction 
companies met this criterion alongs d  the two identified companies with total revenue 
in the range of billions of Ra ds. Among these ni e construction companies, four special-
iz d in ge eral building and civil engineerin  construction (R 213 million, medium firm 
listed in Grade 8 f CIDB ROC, R 188 million, large firm, and grade 9,  423.9 m llion, 
l rge firm and grade 9, and R 102.5 illion large firm and rade 9 of CIDB ROC). Three 
of the construction companies specialized in general building construction (R 275 million, 
small firm  grade 7, R 550 million, medium firm and grade 7, and R 153 million, large 
firm and grade 9). Only one of the construction companies specialized in civil engineering 
construction and had total revenue of (R 104 illion, a larg  firm and listed in Grade 8 of 
CIDB ROC).  
Six of the contractors had a total direc  c st of work exceeding R 100 million. Three 
of these compa ies specialized in general building construction with a direct  cost of 
w rk ( CW) of R 189 million, a small firm listed in Grade 7 of CIDB ROC, R 1.2 billio , a 
large f rm listed in Gr de 9 of CI B ROC, and R 153 illion, a large firm listed in Grade 
9 of CIDB ROC, respectively. Two of these companies specialized in general buildi g and 
civil engineering works and had a DCW f R 172 milli n- medium-firm listed in Grade 8 
of CIDB ROC, and R 311.6 million, a large firm listed in Grade 9 of CIDB ROC). One of 
these compa ies specialized in civil e gineering construction nd had a DCW of R 100 
million, a large f rm listed in Grade 9 of CIDB OC).  
For total indirect costs, only two construction companies that specialized in general 
building construction had a total indirect cost >R 100 million (R 100 million, a large firm 
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Table 4 reveals that he construction companies fell into thr e categor , namely gen-
eral building construction (GB), civil engineering construction (CE),  ge eral building 
and civil engine ring co struction (GB and CE). Moreover, sample companies were listed 
in three of the CIDB’s register of contractor (ROC) grad s (Grade 7, 8 and 9) and divided 
into three firm sizes (sm ll, mediu  and la ge) for a bette  explanation.  
Among sample participants, only e had a total re en  of R2.6 billion between 
2013 and 2017. This company was a la ge firm, listed n Grade 9 of the CIDB ROC and 
specialized in civil engineering construction. Using a cut-off value of R 100 million based 
on the av rage total revenue for the construction companies, only nine other construction 
companies met this criterion alongs d  the two identified companies with total revenue 
in the range f billions of Rands. Among these nin  construction companies, four special-
iz d in ge eral building and civil engineerin  co struction (R 213 million, medium firm 
listed i  Grade 8 f CIDB ROC, R 188 milli n, large firm, and grade 9,  423.9 m llion, 
l rge firm and grade 9, and R 102.5 illion large firm and grade 9 of CIDB ROC). Three 
of the construction companies specialized in general building construction (R 275 million, 
small firm  grade 7, R 550 million, medium firm and grade 7, and R 153 million, large 
firm and grade 9). Only one of the construction companies specialized in civil engineering 
constructi n and had t tal revenue of (R 104 illion, a larg  firm and listed in Grade 8 of 
CIDB ROC).  
Six of the contractors had a total direc  cost of work exceeding R 100 million. Three 
of these compa ies specialized in general building constr ction with a direct  cost of 
work (D W) of  189 million, a small firm listed in Grade 7 of CIDB ROC, R 1.2 billion, a 
large f rm listed in Gr e 9 of CI B ROC, and R 153 illion, a large firm listed in Grade 
9 of CIDB ROC, respectively. Two of these companies specialized in general buildi g and 
civil engineering w rks a d had a DCW of R 172 illion- medium-firm listed in Grade 8 
of CIDB ROC, a d R 311.6 million, a large firm listed in Grade 9 of CIDB ROC). One of 
these compa ies specialized in civil e gineering construction nd had a DCW of R 100 
million, a large f rm listed in Grade 9 of CIDB OC).  
For total indirect costs, only two construction companies that specialized in general 
building construction had a total indirect cost >R 100 million (R 100 million, a large firm 
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Table 4 r veals that the construction companies fell into three categories, namely g n-
eral building construction (GB), civil e gineering construction (CE), and ge eral building 
and civil engineering con truction (GB and CE). Moreover, sample compa ies were listed 
in three of the CIDB’s r gister of contractor (ROC) gr des (Grade 7, 8 and 9) and divided 
into three firm sizes (small, mediu  nd r ) for a be ter explanatio .  
Among sample participants, only one had a total revenue of R2.6 billion between 
2013 and 2017. This company was a large firm, listed i  Grade 9 of the CIDB ROC and 
specialized in civil engi eering construction. Using a cut-off value of R 100 milli n based 
on the ave ge total revenue for the constructi  companies, only nine other constr ction 
companies met this cr terion alongs d  the two identified companies with total r venue 
in the range of billions of Ra ds. Among these ni e construction comp nies, four special-
ized in general building and civil engineering construction (R 213 milli n, medium firm 
listed in Grade 8 of CIDB ROC, R 188 million, larg  firm, and rade 9, R 423.9 million, 
large firm and grade 9, and R 102.5 million large firm and rade 9 of CIDB ROC). Three 
of the construction companies specialized in general building construction (R 275 million, 
small firm and grade 7, R 550 million, medium firm and grade 7, and R 153 million, larg  
firm and grade 9). Only one of the construction companies specialized in civil engineering 
construction and had total revenue of (R 104 illi n, a large firm and listed in Grade 8 of 
CIDB ROC).  
Six of the contractors had a total direct c st of work exceeding R 100 million. Three 
of these co pani s specialized in general building construction with a direct  cost of 
w rk ( W) of R 189 million, a small firm listed in Grade 7 of CIDB ROC, R 1.2 illion, a 
large firm listed in Grade 9 of CIDB ROC, a d  53 illi , a large firm listed in Grade 
9 of CIDB ROC, respectively. Two of these companies pecialized in general building and 
civil engineering works and ha  a DCW f R 172 milli - medium-firm listed in Grade 8 
of CIDB ROC, and R 311.6 million, a large firm listed in Grade 9 of CIDB ROC). One of 
these companies specialized in civil engineering onstruction and d a DCW of R 100 
million, a large firm listed in Grade 9 of CIDB ROC).  
For total indirect costs, only two construction companies that specialized in general 
building construction had a total indirect cost >R 100 million (R 100 million, a large firm 
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Table 4 reveals that he construction companies fell into thr e categor , namely gen-
eral building construction (GB), civil e gineering construction (CE),  general building 
and civil engine ring construction (GB and CE). Moreover, sample companies were listed 
in three of the CIDB’s register of contractor (ROC) grad s (Grade 7, 8 and 9) and divided 
into three firm sizes (sm ll, mediu  and large) for a bette  explanatio .  
Among sample participants, only e had a total re en  of R2.6 bil ion between 
2013 and 2017. This company was a la ge firm, listed  Grade 9 of the CIDB ROC and 
specialized in civil engi eering construction. Using a cut-off value of R 100 million based 
on the av rage total revenue for the constructio  companies, only nine other construction 
companies met this criterion alongs d  the two identified companies with total revenue 
in the range of billions of Ra ds. Among these ni e construction companies, four special-
iz d in ge eral building and civil engineerin  construction (R 213 million, medium firm 
listed in Grade 8 f CIDB ROC, R 188 million, large firm, and grade 9,  423.9 m llion, 
l rge firm and grade 9, and R 102.5 illion large firm and rade 9 of CIDB ROC). Three 
of the construction companies specialized in general building construction (R 275 million, 
small firm  grade 7, R 550 million, medium firm and grade 7, and R 153 million, large 
firm and grade 9). Only one of the construction companies specialized in civil engineering 
construction and had total revenue of (R 104 illion, a larg  firm and listed in Grade 8 of 
CIDB ROC).  
Six of the contractors had a total direc  c st of work exceeding R 100 million. Three 
of these compa ies specialized in general building construction with a direct  cost of 
w rk ( CW) of R 189 million, a small firm listed in Grade 7 of CIDB ROC, R 1.2 billio , a 
large f rm listed in Gr de 9 of CI B ROC, and R 153 illion, a large firm listed in Grade 
9 of CIDB ROC, respectively. Two of these companies specialized in general buildi g and 
civil engineering works and had a DCW f R 172 milli n- medium-firm listed in Grade 8 
of CIDB ROC, and R 311.6 million, a large firm listed in Grade 9 of CIDB ROC). One of 
these compa ies specialized in civil e gineering construction nd had a DCW of R 100 
million, a large f rm listed in Grade 9 of CIDB OC).  
For total indirect costs, only two construction companies that specialized in general 
building construction had a total indirect cost >R 100 million (R 100 million, a large firm 
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Table 4 reveals that he construction companies fell into thr e categor , namely gen-
eral building construction (GB), civil engineering construction (CE),  ge eral building 
and civil engine ring co struction (GB and CE). Moreover, sample companies were listed 
in three of the CIDB’s register of contractor (ROC) grad s (Grade 7, 8 and 9) and divided 
into three firm sizes (sm ll, mediu  and la ge) for a bette  explanation.  
Among sample participants, only e had a total re en  of R2.6 billion between 
2013 and 2017. This company was a la ge firm, listed n Grade 9 of the CIDB ROC and 
specialized in civil engineering construction. Using a cut-off value of R 100 million based 
on the av rage total revenue for the construction companies, only nine other construction 
companies met this criterion alongs d  the two identified companies with total revenue 
in the range f billions of Rands. Among these nin  construction companies, four special-
iz d in ge eral building and civil engineerin  co struction (R 213 million, medium firm 
listed i  Grade 8 f CIDB ROC, R 188 milli n, large firm, and grade 9,  423.9 m llion, 
l rge firm and grade 9, and R 102.5 illion large firm and grade 9 of CIDB ROC). Three 
of the construction companies specialized in general building construction (R 275 million, 
small firm  grade 7, R 550 million, medium firm and grade 7, and R 153 million, large 
firm and grade 9). Only one of the construction companies specialized in civil engineering 
constructi n and had t tal revenue of (R 104 illion, a larg  firm and listed in Grade 8 of 
CIDB ROC).  
Six of the contractors had a total direc  cost of work exceeding R 100 million. Three 
of these compa ies specialized in general building constr ction with a direct  cost of 
work (D W) of  189 million, a small firm listed in Grade 7 of CIDB ROC, R 1.2 billion, a 
large f rm listed in Gr e 9 of CI B ROC, and R 153 illion, a large firm listed in Grade 
9 of CIDB ROC, respectively. Two of these companies specialized in general buildi g and 
civil engineering w rks a d had a DCW of R 172 illion- medium-firm listed in Grade 8 
of CIDB ROC, a d R 311.6 million, a large firm listed in Grade 9 of CIDB ROC). One of 
these compa ies specialized in civil e gineering construction nd had a DCW of R 100 
million, a large f rm listed in Grade 9 of CIDB OC).  
For total indirect costs, only two construction companies that specialized in general 
building construction had a total indirect cost >R 100 million (R 100 million, a large firm 
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Table 4 r veals that the construction companies fell into three categories, namely g n-
eral building construction (GB), civil e gineering construction (CE), and ge eral building 
and civil engineering con truction (GB and CE). Moreover, sample compa ies were listed 
in three of the CIDB’s r gister of contractor (ROC) gr des (Grade 7, 8 and 9) and divided 
into three firm sizes (small, mediu  nd r ) for a be ter explanatio .  
Among sample participants, only one had a total revenue of R2.6 billion between 
2013 and 2017. This company was a large firm, listed i  Grade 9 of the CIDB ROC and 
specialized in civil engi eering construction. Using a cut-off value of R 100 milli n based 
on the ave ge total revenue for the constructi  companies, only nine other constr ction 
companies met this cr terion alongs d  the two identified companies with total r venue 
in the range of billions of Ra ds. Among these ni e construction comp nies, four special-
ized in general building and civil engineering construction (R 213 milli n, medium firm 
listed in Grade 8 of CIDB ROC, R 188 million, larg  firm, and rade 9, R 423.9 million, 
large firm and grade 9, and R 102.5 million large firm and rade 9 of CIDB ROC). Three 
of the construction companies specialized in general building construction (R 275 million, 
small firm and grade 7, R 550 million, medium firm and grade 7, and R 153 million, larg  
firm and grade 9). Only one of the construction companies specialized in civil engineering 
construction and had total revenue of (R 104 illi n, a large firm and listed in Grade 8 of 
CIDB ROC).  
Six of the contractors had a total direct c st of work exceeding R 100 million. Three 
of these co pani s specialized in general building construction with a direct  cost of 
w rk ( W) of R 189 million, a small firm listed in Grade 7 of CIDB ROC, R 1.2 illion, a 
large firm listed in Grade 9 of CIDB ROC, a d  53 illi , a large firm listed in Grade 
9 of CIDB ROC, respectively. Two of these companies pecialized in general building and 
civil engineering works and ha  a DCW f R 172 milli - medium-firm listed in Grade 8 
of CIDB ROC, and R 311.6 million, a large firm listed in Grade 9 of CIDB ROC). One of 
these companies specialized in civil engineering onstruction and d a DCW of R 100 
million, a large firm listed in Grade 9 of CIDB ROC).  
For total indirect costs, only two construction companies that specialized in general 
building construction had a total indirect cost >R 100 million (R 100 million, a large firm 
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Table 4 reveals that he construction compani s fell into thr e categor , namely gen-
ral buildi g construction (GB), civil e gineering construction (CE),  general building 
and civil engine ring construction (GB and CE). Moreover, sample companies were listed 
in three of the CIDB’s register of c ntractor (ROC) grad s (Grade 7, 8 and 9) a d divided 
into three firm sizes (sm ll, mediu  and large) for a bette  explanatio .  
Among sample participants, only e had a total re en  of R2.6 bil ion between 
2013 and 2017. This company was a la ge firm, listed  Grade 9 of the CIDB ROC and 
specialized in civil engi eering construction. Using a cut-off value of R 100 million based 
on the av rage total revenue for the constructio  companies, only nine other construction 
companies met this criterion alongs d  the two identified companies with total revenue 
in the range of billions of Ra ds. Among these ni e construction companies, four special-
iz d in ge eral building and civil engineerin  construction (R 213 million, medium firm 
listed in Grade 8 f CIDB ROC, R 188 million, large firm, and grade 9,  423.9 m llion, 
l rge firm and grade 9, and R 102.5 illion large firm and rade 9 of CIDB ROC). Three 
of the construction companies specialized in general building construction (R 275 million, 
small firm  grade 7, R 550 million, medium firm and grade 7, and R 153 million, large 
firm and grade 9). Only one of the construction companies specialized in civil engineering 
construction and had total revenue of (R 104 illion, a larg  firm and listed in Grade 8 of 
CIDB ROC).  
Six of the contractors had a total direc  c st of work exceeding R 100 million. Three 
of these compa ies specialized in general building construction with a direct  cost of 
w rk ( CW) of R 189 million, a small firm listed in Grade 7 of CIDB ROC, R 1.2 billio , a 
large f rm listed in Gr de 9 of CI B ROC, and R 153 illion, a large firm listed in Grade 
9 of CIDB ROC, respectively. Two of these companies specialized in general buildi g and 
civil engineering works and had a DCW f R 172 milli n- medium-firm listed in Grade 8 
of CIDB ROC, and R 311.6 million, a large firm listed in Grade 9 of CIDB ROC). One of 
these compa ies specialized in civil e gineering construction nd had a DCW of R 100 
million, a large f rm listed in Grade 9 of CIDB OC).  
For total indirect costs, only two construction companies that specialized in general 
building construction had a total indirect cost >R 100 million (R 100 million, a large firm 
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Large  S a l 0.30 P = . 00 Significant  
Medium ↔ Sm ll 2.90 P = 0.000 Significant  
L rage 
Large  Medium 0.90 P = 0.000 Signific t  
L rge ↔ Small 0.70 P = 0.000 Sig ificant  
Me ium ↔ Small 0.20 P = 0.000 Signif cant  
Working Capital 
Turno er 
Large  Mediu  2.00 P = 0.000 Signific nt  
Large ↔ Small 1.70 P = 0.000 Sig ifi an  
M dium ↔ Small 0.30 P = 0.000 Signific t  
Table 4 reveals that he construction compani s fell into thr e categor , namely gen-
ral buildi g construction (GB), civil engineering construction (CE),  ge eral building 
and civil engine ring co struction (GB and CE). Moreover, sample companies were listed 
in three of the CIDB’s register of c ntractor (ROC) grad s (Grade 7, 8 and 9) a d divided 
into three firm sizes (sm ll, mediu  and la ge) for a bette  explanation.  
Among sample participants, only e had a total re en  of R2.6 billion between 
2013 and 2017. This company was a la ge firm, listed n Grade 9 of the CIDB ROC and 
specialized in civil engineering construction. Using a cut-off value of R 100 million based 
on the av rage total revenue for the construction companies, only nine other construction 
companies met this criterion alongs d  the two identified companies with total revenue 
in the range f billions of Rands. Among these nin  construction companies, four special-
iz d in ge eral building and civil engineerin  co struction (R 213 million, medium firm 
listed i  Grade 8 f CIDB ROC, R 188 milli n, large firm, and grade 9,  423.9 m llion, 
l rge firm and grade 9, and R 102.5 illion large firm and grade 9 of CIDB ROC). Three 
of the construction companies specialized in general building construction (R 275 million, 
small firm  grade 7, R 550 million, medium firm and grade 7, and R 153 million, large 
firm and grade 9). Only one of the construction companies specialized in civil engineering 
constructi n and had t tal revenue of (R 104 illion, a larg  firm and listed in Grade 8 of 
CIDB ROC).  
Six of the contractors had a total direc  cost of work exceeding R 100 million. Three 
of these compa ies specialized in general building constr ction with a direct  cost of 
work (D W) of  189 million, a small firm listed in Grade 7 of CIDB ROC, R 1.2 billion, a 
large f rm listed in Gr e 9 of CI B ROC, and R 153 illion, a large firm listed in Grade 
9 of CIDB ROC, respectively. Two of these companies specialized in general buildi g and 
civil engineering w rks a d had a DCW of R 172 illion- medium-firm listed in Grade 8 
of CIDB ROC, a d R 311.6 million, a large firm listed in Grade 9 of CIDB ROC). One of 
these compa ies specialized in civil e gineering construction nd had a DCW of R 100 
million, a large f rm listed in Grade 9 of CIDB OC).  
For total indirect costs, only two construction companies that specialized in general 
building construction had a total indirect cost >R 100 million (R 100 million, a large firm 
m ll 0.20 P = 0.000 Significant
Working Capital Turno er
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Six of the contrac ors had tal dir ct cost of work exce di g R 100 million. Three of
these companies sp ci li ed i g n ral b ilding constructio ith a direct cost of work
(DCW) of R 189 illio , a m ll fir isted i Grade 7 f CIDB ROC, R 1.2 billion, a large
firm listed in G a e 9 of CIDB ROC and R 1 3 millio , a lar firm listed in Grade 9 of
CIDB ROC, respect v ly. Two of th se comp nies pecialize i gen ral building and civil
engineering works a d had DCW f 172 million- medium-firm listed in Grade 8 of
CIDB ROC, and R 311.6 millio , a l rge firm listed in Grade 9 o CIDB ROC). One of these
companies specialize in civil e gineerin c nstru ti a ad a DCW of R 100 million, a
large firm listed Gr de 9 f CIDB RO ).
For total ind e t c st , n t c ns ruction c panies that sp cialized in general
building constru t on a t t i irect cost >R 100 illio (R 100 illion, a large firm
listed in Grade 9, R0.2 b llio a l r firm li ted i Grad 9 of CIDB ROC). Table 4
shows that seven c nstructio c mpani s ha to al i co e > 100 million. Five of these
companies spec aliz i g neral buildi a d civ l e in ering co struction (R 1.2 billion,
a large firm listed i Grade 9 f CIDB ROC; R 859.1 mill n, a l rge firm listed in Grade 7;
R 107 million, a lar e fi m list i G de 8; R 1.4 b llio , a med um firm listed in Grade 7;
and R 110 mil i . a large fi listed n Gra e 8 f CID ). N ne of the companies
specialized only in g er l buil i g co structio , while the r maining two companies
specialized in civ l e ing co structi n (R 120 million, lar firm listed Grade 8, and
R 300 million, a s all firm an Grade 7 of CIDB ROC). Concerning the total expenditure
of the construction companies, Table 3 shows that five construction companies expended
above R 100 m lion in the re ious fiv years. Thre f th se companies specialized in
general building and civil engineeri g nstruction (R 137 m lli , medium firm listed
in Grade 8 of CIDB ROC; R 456.1 million, a large firm listed in Grade 7; R 1.3 billion a
medium firm list d in Grade 7 of CIDB C). The oth r two specializ d in civil engineering
construction (R 275 llion, a small firm listed i Grade 7 of CIDB OC; and R 150 million,
a large firm listed in Grade 8 of CIDB ROC).
Regards the total c rrent ssets and otal liabilities of the construction companies,
Table 4 reveals that three construction companies had acquired assets >R 100 million, while
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only one organization had a total liability of >R 100 million. Two of the three construction
companies with total current assets >R 100 million specialized in general building and
civil engineering construction (R 2.7 billion, a large firm and Grade 9, and R 1.4 billion, a
large firm listed in Grade 9 of CIDB ROC), and the other, in civil engineering construction
(R 8.6 billion a large firm listed in Grade 9 of CIDB ROC). Organization with specialization
in civil engineering construction (R 7.3 billion, a large firm and grade 9) had a total liability
>R 100 million.
Table 4 reveals that all 32 construction companies studied had a positive gross profit
margin, except one of the organizations with a negative gross profit margin of –2.33. This
organization was listed in Grade 9, large firm of CIDB ROC with specialization in general
building and civil engineering construction. Regarding the net profit margin, only four
companies had a positive net profit margin. Three of these companies specialized in civil
engineering construction with a net profit margin of 0.01, a large firm listed in Grade 7 of
CIDB ROC; 0.024 a small firm listed in Grade 7 of CIDB ROC; and 0.01 a small firm listed in
Grade 7 of CIDB ROC, while one organization, which specialized in general building and
civil engineering construction, had a net profit margin of 0.01 a large firm listed in Grade
7 of CIDB ROC. For cash flow, liquidity, and leverage; only four construction companies
had negative cash flow, none had negative liquidity or negative leverage. Among the
four construction companies with negative cash flow, three specialized in civil engineering
construction with a negative cash flow of –7.1, a large firm listed in Grade 7 of CIDB ROC;
–2.7 a medium firm listed in Grade 8, and –30, a large firm listed in Grade 8 of CIDB ROC,
while one company specialized in general building and civil engineering construction and
had a negative cash flow of –122, a medium firm listed in Grade 8 of CIDB ROC.
Pertaining to the working capital turnover of the construction companies, 14 compa-
nies had negative working capital turnover. These companies also incur higher personnel
costs, administration costs, security costs and production costs such as costs of labour,
materials and plant. Furthermore, the results imply that Grade 8 large firms of CIDB ROC,
which specialize in general building and civil engineering construction receive higher
financial rewards from their works and investments. They also expend huge amounts of
money on their projects. The results also suggest that Grade 9 large construction companies
with specialization in general building and civil engineering construction have more cash
and other assets that can be converted to cash. In addition, construction companies with
specialization in civil engineering construction have more leverage. All the construction
companies, irrespective of their area of specialization, CIDB grade and/or firm size were
found to have positive gross profit margins. This suggests that all the contractors are
financially stable despite their liabilities and direct cost of work. Small construction com-
panies with specialization in civil engineering construction were found to have a positive
net profit margin. This suggests that civil engineering construction is more profitable
than general building construction because construction companies specializing in civil
engineering construction can extract more profit from their total revenue compared to those
specializing in general building construction. Large construction companies specializing in
civil engineering construction were found to have a higher negative cash flow. This implies
that the work of civil engineering affects the liquidity of construction companies more than
other types of projects because it requires the transfer of huge amounts of money into and
out of the construction companies. These civil engineering companies were also found to
have higher working capital to fund day-to-day operations.
5. Discussion of Findings
It emerged that large firms with specialization in general building and civil engi-
neering construction have higher income, higher positive leverage, and higher positive
cash flow. Large firms with specialization in civil engineering construction have higher
positive liquidity and higher negative cash flow. Small firms with specialization in civil
engineering construction were found to have higher profitability. It could be inferred
from these findings that large firms have higher income, higher positive leverage, higher
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positive liquidity and higher positive cash flow because large firms are more organized,
have greater access to funding and are preferred for large projects that can generate larger
profits. Large firms have a structure and staff strength that support the maximization of
creativity, efficiency and productivity. With these attributes of large firms, the collective
efforts of employees can be pooled and focused on the organizational needs and objec-
tives. These findings are aligned to findings of earlier studies by Arafat and Skaik (2016),
Rachmawati and Triatmoko (2007) and Lowe and Moroke (2010) which concur with this
explanation. Another explanation for the good financial performance of large firms could
be that large firms have the financial resources to diversify. Having multiple areas of spe-
cialization or diversification into new areas enables better utilization of financial resources;
such an approach represents a means of surviving and thriving in all manner of market
conditions. More importantly, it helps companies to enhance their non-substitutable and
valuable resources to retain a competitive advantage and to realize greater financial benefits
(cf. Adamu et al. 2011; Oyewobi 2014; Etale et al. 2016; Soewarno and Tjahjadi 2020).
Regarding the good financial performance of large firms with specialization in civil
engineering construction - the findings suggests that because civil engineering projects
provide infrastructures that trigger economic growth, they have huge financial implica-
tions for companies that specialize in them. This will be the case, most especially if these
companies effectively manage the projects. Effective management of civil engineering
projects improves the likelihood of generating huge financial benefits from projects man-
aged. This explanation corroborates the conclusion by Tebaldi (2014), which implied that
civil engineering construction projects have higher construction costs, require specialist
sub-contractors, and require a stable flow of funds because of their numerous activities
(Omopariola et al. 2017). It was surprising to find small firms with specialization in civil
engineering construction also have relatively high profitability. This suggests that small
firms have lower expenses because of their staff strength and financial obligations. It also
means that small firms are more focused on profitability because of the need to grow. It
could also be inferred that small firms, which concentrate on civil engineering construction
as their sole area of specialization, have made efforts to explore new possibilities and op-
portunities for making profits in civil engineering construction. This clarification concurs
with the findings of Neshamba (2000), Voulgaris et al. (2003), Gathenya (2012), Pervan and
Visic (2012), Naikuru et al. (2016) and Okpamen and Ogbeide (2020) who proffer that, small
firms and shareholder with good client relations, new expertise, reputation for quality
and capital, and diversified investment will experience good financial performance and
wealth maximization.
This study has contributed to theoretical knowledge and insight into how the con-
sequences of the area of specialization impacts upon contractors’ financial performance
and wealth maximization of firms. Critical to this contribution is the understanding of the
relationship between financial performance and types of construction companies. Also,
an enhancement in the financial performance of construction organizations would assist
in the growth of the local industry, which would in turn, translate into cost-effective de-
velopment of the nation—given the sector’s crucial role in contributing to the economy’s
development. The study also contributed to theoretical knowledge into how a construction
company’s financial performance is an indicator of their health and resilience to insolvency.
Consequently, the research also has practical implications specifically, the study enables the
identification of measures that can be used by both constructors and clients (e.g., indicators
relating to financial performance), so that construction company performance problems
in projects are reduced to the barest minimum. This research is also useful to other con-
struction stakeholders involved in the project delivery (especially the client, individual
professionals and sub-contractors), by highlighting channels of improving construction
project delivery and construction organization performance in the construction industry.
Better consideration of these issues will assist stakeholders, who are concerned to ascertain
threats and prospects amidst their working environments, to be aware of how they can
utilize their resources to attain persistent viable improvement, which is the essence of a
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competitive strategy. The construction industry functions in an extremely modest financial
environment with typically low profit margins and contractors cannot survive without
resourceful management.
The readiness of the respondents, and the responses obtained from them, determined
the accuracy of the findings, as some of the professionals and the registered contractors did
not release the financial information about their construction organizations. Such a limita-
tion was experienced due mainly to the Privacy Acts in operation within the industry. This
is a notable limitation and perhaps skewed the results accrued—where, only contractors
with healthy finances participated in the work. Such would act as an advertisement for
them and could accrue additional investments and contracts. One of the limitations of the
method used in this study is that the choice of the professionals and contractors listed in
Grades 7 to 9 of the CIDB register of contractors limits the extent to which the outcomes of
the findings can be generalized, as the respondents could not be representative of all CIDB
registered contractors listed in Grades 7 to 9 of South African construction organizations.
Future work is therefore required to address a need to understand the nature of the finan-
cial performance of other less profitable construction businesses together with the reasons
for this. The insights provided by this work will extend the understanding of financial
performance indicators in use by construction organizations. Likewise, future work is
required to investigate the financial performance of construction companies over a longer
time period (for instance ten to 20 years). This will provide more reliable information on
the financial performance of construction companies by holding constant macro-economic
turbulence that invariable impacts upon company performance (even those businesses
with optimal performance management strategies in place).
6. Conclusions and Recommendations
Hitherto, there has been no consensus on the indicators for assessing the financial
performance of construction companies on construction projects. Also, there has been a
dearth of concepts on the financial performance indicators for construction companies in
South Africa and indeed, the wider continent of Africa. This study proposes financial per-
formance indicators for assessing the financial performance of construction organizations
and determines the level of financial performance of selected construction companies in
the South African construction industry. The research was conducted using structured
questionnaire survey to acquire responses from the representatives of the selected construc-
tion companies. It emerged from the study that firm size, gross profit margin, net profit margin,
cash flow, liquidity, working capital turnover, and leverage are useful indicators for assessing the
financial performance of construction companies and that construction companies with a
strong structure, multiple areas of specialization, creative and efficient staff members, and
access to funding, have a great chance of experiencing higher: income; positive leverage;
positive liquidity; and positive cash flow. Similarly, construction companies with special-
ization in civil engineering construction and project management skills will experience
higher positive liquidity and profitability.
The construction industry represents the backbone of any economy globally as the
sector builds economic and social infrastructure needed to generate wealth and satisfy
public demand for a good standard of living and employment opportunities. It is therefore
imperative that research secures a deeper and more knowledgeable understanding of
the financial machinations underpinning contractors’ financial health and profitability
as incidents of insolvency invariably inflate project cost—a cost that is ultimately borne
by the taxpayer. Moreover, educating contractors in financial performance measurement
will help them to improve internal business processes. Thus, the study recommends that
construction companies with limited financial resources must make efforts to perfect their
project management skills and explore opportunities for maximizing financial benefits
in their area of specialization. The implication of the findings of this study (notably
regarding managerial duties and financial policy) is that the management of construction
firms must be conversant with financial performance indicators and their applications
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to decision-making and policies in their respective firms. Higher education institutes
will have a fundamental role in ensuring that appropriate education and knowledge of
financial performance management is delivered to future generations of construction and
civil engineering managers. This study also recommends that construction organizations
with huge financial resources should diversify into a new area of specialization to realize
more financial benefits and to better utilize their financial resources.
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